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Biggest coal plants could ring up more than $100M in CO2
costs per year
By Jay Hodgkins and Jesse Gilbert
The cost of CO2 emissions from the heaviest emitting power plants in the United States could be staggering in even the first year of a carbon cap-and-trade
program based on the current form of the American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009. But given a normally functioning power market and reasonable
regulatory outcomes, regulated and merchant power companies alike should face little trouble making up for the carbon costs of their coal-fired generation.
With the Senate electing to take a pass on tackling the Waxman-Markey bill before its August recess, SNL Energy put together an analysis of what the cost
of CO2 emissions might be, based on the bill's House-passed provisions, for the 25 heaviest-emitting plants in the United States in the first year of the bill's
cap-and-trade program.
Given three likely scenarios on CO2 prices of $10, $15 or $20 per ton at the onset of the Waxman-Markey carbon market and assuming the plants' emissions
remain steady at recent levels, the highest-emitting merchant power plants could cost their owners at least $100 million in the first year of the program up to
more than $200 million.
Energy Future Holdings Corp.'s merchant Martin Lake and Monticello coal-fired plants were both among the 25 heaviest-emitting plants in the country last
year and, with a $10 per ton price of CO2, would cost the company about $190 million in the first year of the carbon market, given the same level of
emissions. If the price of CO2 reached as high as $20 in the first year of the program, the two plants would cost Energy Future about $380 million.
Similarly, NRG Energy Inc.'s merchant W.A. Parish 5-8 and Limestone coal-fired plants, both among the country's 25 heaviest-emitting plants, would cost
NRG nearly $180 million with a $10 price of CO2 and about $357 million with a $20 price of CO2.
As merchant coal plants, all four of those plants would receive free CO2 allowances for 50% of their emissions under Waxman-Markey allocation
provisions, which Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC analyst Hugh Wynne on July 29 told SNL Energy was the key to keeping merchant generators such as
NRG and Energy Future's Luminant Generation Co. LLC from suffering any real negative financial impacts in the early years of the proposed cap-and-trade
system.
All four of those plants are located in Texas where, as in much of the country, natural gas typically sets the price of power. Because merchant gas-fired
generation will receive no free CO2 allowances and the fuel type also emits about 0.5 of a ton of CO2 per megawatt-hour, Wynne said power prices would
go up about $5 per MWh in a scenario with a $10 per ton price of CO2 in Texas.
Because coal plants emit about 1 ton of CO2 per MWh, Wynne said merchant coal plants such as Martin Lake or the other Texas coal plants would get half
of the $10 cost of CO2 returned in the form of higher gas-driven power prices and half from the government's free allocation of allowances.
"[Waxman-Markey] was carefully designed to pass through small price increases," Wynne said. This reiterated a point he made in his July 8 report looking at
the consequences of Waxman-Markey that merchant generators will not really be hurt by the bill's carbon market until around 2026 to 2030, when free CO2
allowances are phased out.
On the regulated front, regulated utilities are scheduled to receive free CO2 allowances for 90% of their emissions and the other 10% should be routinely
recovered by state regulators passing through the additional cost of CO2 to consumers.
Southern Co. owns all or part of the three heaviest-emitting power plants in the United States, but because of those plants' status as regulated facilities, the
uncovered 10% of CO2 emissions from each plant would only cost between roughly $22 million and $27 million in a $10-per-ton of CO2 scenario and
between about $43 million and $53 million for the emissions from each in a $20 CO2 scenario.
While Wynne said it would be highway robbery for regulators to deny any regulated utilities the right to pass through the cost of CO2 to customers, he did
say the increased cost could act as a contributing factor in regulators making it much more difficult for utilities to raise their rates for other reasons, an
indirect impact of CO2 that could quickly create a negative force on regulated utilities once the cap-and-trade program begins.
Many investors have worried that Waxman-Markey or any cap-and-trade system resulting in a price on carbon might lead to the early closing of some coal
plants, but Wynne said Waxman-Markey by itself would not cause any coal plants to become uneconomical and in danger of being shut until near 2030.
With Wynne's analysis, it might seem Waxman-Markey will have little impact whatsoever at its onset. That is, of course, certainly untrue for consumers who
will bear any brunt of CO2 costs, regardless of cost deflectors set up for power companies.
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"The cost of federal climate regulations to consumers will vary by region, and will be strongly affected by the allocation scheme for emissions allowances,"
Synapse Energy Economics said in a July report, produced for the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, focusing on the consequences
of federal climate legislation. "The details are important, however, and the choices made in designing greenhouse gas regulations can lead to costs or
savings of tens of billions of consumer dollars every year."
But Waxman-Markey could cause some meaningful decision making with earnings implications for power companies from the carbon market's onset, if
combined with other policy such as a new and more stringent Clean Air Interstate Rule, Wynne said.
With more stringent NOx and SO2 emissions limits under a new CAIR, considered a likely possibility as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency works to
issue a new rule, power companies will be forced to face the prospect of needing to quickly add expensive new NOx and SO2 controls, Wynne said. If a
power company is considering spending hundreds of millions on new environmental equipment and sees it will only have a few years after the completion
of the emissions controls before CO2 prices begin having a bigger impact because free allowances disappear, Wynne said the company might find it more
economic to simply shut the coal plant years ahead of the 2026 to 2030 time frame because the company could not get a proper return on its investment for
the NOx and SO2 controls before CO2 prices hurt the plant's financial prospects.
The future of allocations as Waxman-Markey evolves
While SNL Energy's analysis of CO2 emissions costs for heavy-emitting power plants is a best estimate based on the provisions of the Waxman-Markey bill
at a critical juncture where it has been passed by the House and not yet tinkered with in the Senate, few believe the allowance allocation provisions will
actually remain as they are.
With an entirely different makeup in the Senate, where coal state and moderate representatives have much more clout, more compromises on allocations will
likely be needed to pass a Senate version of the climate bill. Duke Energy Corp. Chairman, President and CEO James Rogers on July 20 even went so far as
to say the Senate will have to strike a different deal on allocating allowances to appease coal state senators.
Wynne said he believes the Senate will generally use Waxman-Markey as a base for its bill, especially considering it is not that different at its core from
previous failed Senate climate bills, but that the Senate will probably modify the allowance allocation provisions.
The Bernstein analyst said there is virtually no chance that President Barack Obama's original suggestion of a 100% auction of allowances will re-enter the
picture due to the makeup of the Senate, but did not otherwise hazard a guess on how the allocation provisions may be altered.
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